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Field summary for CitySpirit

Indicate your feelings towards City Spirit (click image for product website in a new window)

Answer Count Percentage

Totally unacceptable (1) 5 15.62%
Against (2) 5 15.62%
Slightly against (3) 2 6.25%
Neutral (4) 4 12.50%
Slightly in favor (5) 9 28.12%
In favor (6) 5 15.62%
Perfect (7) 2 6.25%
Comments 12 37.50%
No answer 0 0.00%

ID Response

35 I love the notes saying it preserves the night sky and is a good environmentally conscious
choice.  Only concern would be that we would look like a hill of hovering ufo's?!  

21 Good illumination. No up-lighting. 
Simple style. I prefer pathway lighting low to the ground but this appears to be good for
lighting on a standard support. 

22 clean and simple
26 Just don't like the style...
28 Too clunky. 
30 I light the fact that there is no up lighting
40 Unique. Would add to the already established 'West Bench' style via the Veterans project

at Selby.
43 A flying saucer on a stick? Who would have thought?
55 Looks like a spaceship
56 too prison-like
66 Ugly
67 Interesting look. Would be interested to know what the light given off would be like as that

needs to be a major consideration.
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Field summary for Leonis

Indicate your feelings towards Leonis (click image for product website in a new window)

Answer Count Percentage

Totally unacceptable (1) 3 9.38%
Against (2) 9 28.12%
Slightly against (3) 2 6.25%
Neutral (4) 5 15.62%
Slightly in favor (5) 3 9.38%
In favor (6) 7 21.88%
Perfect (7) 3 9.38%
Comments 11 34.38%
No answer 0 0.00%

ID Response

35 Appears to be a good ecological choice with clean simple design. Of all the design options,
we would want the most efficient, environmentall conscious one that provides adequate
lighting without being too fussy.

21 Don't like the style. 
22 too fancy
26 Interesting - modern 
28 Perhaps a little too stark - but it's simple and the colour would help blend into the

embankment 
40 Interesting look. May be contentious.
43 Ugh.
48 Like LED but just make sure the LED is not too bright. Some along Riverside are almost

too bright. Thanks for asking!
55 Could be used anywhere.  Not really noticeable but would suit the purpose
56 weird
67 Nice clean lines, could attract roosting birds, might give a good light. Again cost would

need to be considered, since we are not aware of any pricing.
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Field summary for Leonis

Indicate your feelings towards Leonis (click image for product website in a new window)
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Field summary for Candela

Indicate your feelings towards Candela (click image for product website in a new window)

Answer Count Percentage

Totally unacceptable (1) 3 9.38%
Against (2) 11 34.38%
Slightly against (3) 5 15.62%
Neutral (4) 6 18.75%
Slightly in favor (5) 5 15.62%
In favor (6) 2 6.25%
Perfect (7) 0 0.00%
Comments 11 34.38%
No answer 0 0.00%

ID Response

35 Design is too fussy for me.
21 Looks like it might create night sky light pollution. 

Style not suitable for pathway - keep it simple. 
22 fussy, not well shielded for glare
26 This fixture is likely inefficient for downlighting and would be bright and harsh on the eyes

when seen from a distance.  I like the general look (industrial/casual) and if the vast
majority preferred something more traditional, this one would be my choice.  

28 Most definitely a 'no'. 
29 Very nice looking, but maybe a little too trendy and also hard to keep clean.

It'll be covered in dust and spiders in no time...
43 Has an industrial dockside look.
55 A little too detailed but I like the style
56 too complicated
66 Extra ugly
67 Lots of stuff for spider webs etc to make them look messy and unsightly very quickly.
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Field summary for Candela

Indicate your feelings towards Candela (click image for product website in a new window)
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Field summary for Capella

Indicate your feelings towards Capella (click image for product website in a new window)

Answer Count Percentage

Totally unacceptable (1) 3 9.38%
Against (2) 10 31.25%
Slightly against (3) 2 6.25%
Neutral (4) 4 12.50%
Slightly in favor (5) 3 9.38%
In favor (6) 8 25.00%
Perfect (7) 2 6.25%
Comments 12 37.50%
No answer 0 0.00%

ID Response

35 I like it, though think it might be too hip for West Bench hill!
21 Don't like the style. 
22 curved pole would provide interesting visual pattern around switchback
26 Not perfect but very cool/modern and definitely my strong preference.  It would definitely

set a (great!) precedent for the West Bench.
28 More graceful and less cumbersome than the other 'overhang' type below.  
30 too modern
40 Curved lines are appealing. Would be a statement.
43 Modern, directs light beam toward the gorund
55 Too modern for the area
56 looks like a surveillance cam
66 Too futuristic for sedate West Bench 
67 Just do not like the look of this one. 
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Field summary for Capella

Indicate your feelings towards Capella (click image for product website in a new window)
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Field summary for Metroscape

Indicate your feelings towards Metroscape

Answer Count Percentage

Totally unacceptable (1) 2 6.25%
Against (2) 3 9.38%
Slightly against (3) 1 3.12%
Neutral (4) 3 9.38%
Slightly in favor (5) 11 34.38%
In favor (6) 9 28.12%
Perfect (7) 3 9.38%
Comments 11 34.38%
No answer 0 0.00%

ID Response

21 No up-light. Ok style. I prefer bollard style lighting for a pathway. 
22 wrong era, jarring
26 Too traditional and not that interesting - also, there is no gooseneck so it would not direct

light down to footpath.
28 It's compact enough and might blend in with West Bench decor. 
40 For a shorter pole, this look works well. 
43 Traditional, light would be somewhat blocked by the post itself.
55 Nothing special.  Would be fine if there is a large cost factor between it and the one I prefer
56 love it
59 best of all
66 Seems like it would enhance the character of the West Bench
67 Looks like it would be neat and tidy with light well directed. Of course cost would need to

be considered.
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Field summary for Metroscape

Indicate your feelings towards Metroscape
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Field summary for Domus55

Indicate your feelings towards Domus 55 (click image for product website in a new window)

Answer Count Percentage

Totally unacceptable (1) 2 6.25%
Against (2) 3 9.38%
Slightly against (3) 5 15.62%
Neutral (4) 3 9.38%
Slightly in favor (5) 5 15.62%
In favor (6) 13 40.62%
Perfect (7) 1 3.12%
Comments 10 31.25%
No answer 0 0.00%

ID Response

35 Looks like a classic street lamp.
21 Don't like the style. 
22 City of Penticton
26 Fairly traditional but relatively urban in character - also, seem very similar to (or the same

as) the light fixtures recently installed in Penticton and I would suggest the fixtures on the
West Bench should have a different look.

28 no - too clunky and out of context. 
30 similar to the new beach lights,   
43 More traditional, more in keeping with rural aspect of Area F, directs light toward the

ground
55 What I had in mind.  Suits area.
56 I like antique look
67 Might become a roosting spot for pigeons?
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Field summary for Domus55

Indicate your feelings towards Domus 55 (click image for product website in a new window)
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Field summary for Bollard

Indicate your feelings towards an LED Bollard (click image for product website in a new window)

Answer Count Percentage

Totally unacceptable (1) 4 12.50%
Against (2) 16 50.00%
Slightly against (3) 1 3.12%
Neutral (4) 1 3.12%
Slightly in favor (5) 3 9.38%
In favor (6) 6 18.75%
Perfect (7) 1 3.12%
Comments 11 34.38%
No answer 0 0.00%

ID Response

35 This appears to be a hip height fixture or lower, and I would be concerned about sufficient
light "from above" and perhaps people or bikes somehow not noticing it.

21 Subtle style. Good illumination. Little light pollution. 
22 height of light distracting to cars?
26 Nice and simple - would go with my preference for the streetlight (Capella)!
28 I like this because it's low profile and blends into the landscape - however,it appears that

the fixture could be damaged more easily than tall light standards. 
29 I'm going to be in favour of all the options.  They all look nice and so I'd chose the one that

you think is going to stand up to vandals, requires little maintenance, is relatively energy
efficient and is reasonably priced.  I think you should not chose something too 'fashionable
or trendy' because we'll all love it now, but in 8 yrs it will be 'out of style'.  :)  Thanks...

43 Diffuse light, height may make it susceptible to vandalism.
55 I have no comment
56 target for vandals
66 Looks like it could be too accessible to vandalism 
67 Afraid these would just get demolished by vandals.
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Field summary for Bollard

Indicate your feelings towards an LED Bollard (click image for product website in a new window)
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